Most of the existing deep neural nets on automatic facial expression recognition focus on a set of predefined emotion classes, where the amount of training data has the biggest impact on performance. However, in the standard settings over-parameterised neural networks are not amenable for learning from few samples as they can quickly over-fit. In addition, these approaches do not have such a strong generalisation ability to identify a new category, where the data of each category is too limited and significant variations exist in the expression within the same semantic category. We embrace these challenges and formulate the problem as a lowshot learning, where once the base classifier is deployed, it must rapidly adapt to recognise novel classes using a few samples. In this paper, we revisit and compare existing few-shot learning methods for the low-shot facial expression recognition in terms of their generalisation ability via episode-training. In particular, we extend our analysis on the cross-domain generalisation, where training and test tasks are not drawn from the same distribution. We demonstrate the efficacy of low-shot learning methods through extensive experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Substantial previous research has focused on building methods for facial expression recognition (FER) using datasets that contain a large number of annotated images. These methods are able to reach human performance for datasets created in a controlled setting that usually contain a limited number of facial expressions. However, this scenario is not practical nor always possible for real life applications. Building a real life FER model introduces two important challenges. First, it is almost impossible to have access to large amounts of annotated data with a large spectrum of facial expressions. This is due to the large variability found in the data for each person, given the fact that human behaviour is influenced by neurotransmitters, hormones, environmental factors, childhood, culture, genes and epigenetics [1] . Most current facial expression datasets use as labels the model introduced by Ekman: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise [2] . This is insufficient to describe all types of facial expressions. Some datasets introduced labels for neutral [3] , fatigue [4] , others for compound emotions such as happily surprised [5] , [6] but there exists a lot of subtle emotions that cannot be easily gathered in large amounts. Second, the data distribution of facial expressions is highly imbalanced. Several facial expressions occur less often than others, such as fearfully disgusted. Some are common, but contain a large spectrum of intensities that is difficult to capture, such as angry. Therefore, there is a need to reduce This work was not supported by any organization the number of resources and to leverage the limited number of samples that a real life scenario can provide.
A new paradigm shift called few-shot learning has started to explore the ability to learn using limited number of samples. Few-shot learning creates models that are able to generalise for classes that are not seen during training using only a few examples in the testing phase [7] - [13] .
Three lines of research have been explored in the domain of few-shot learning. Distance metric learning-based models aim to analyse the similarity between the representation of a class and the representation of a given sample to be classified [8] , [9] , [13] , [14] . Initialisation based models intend to provide a good model initialisation by optimizing standard iterative learning algorithms [10] , [15] or learning the update rule of the learner [11] , [16] , [17] . Hallucinationbased models used a learned generator to create new novel class data for data augmentation [18] , [19] .
Our contributions are the following: 1) We formalise the problem of FER using a few-shot classification setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that compares the performance of different few-shot learning algorithms for facial expression classification. 2) We analyse the performance of few-shot learning algorithms on two cross-domain scenarios where the base and novel classes are sampled from different domains. We observe that few-shot learning algorithms do not generalise well when the dataset used for novel classes contains large intra-class variation. 3) We observe that a shallow domain-shift leverages the power of few shot learning algorithms.
II. RELATED WORK
Face representation, identification, clustering and facial expression recognition received a lot of attention in the past decade as a result of the advances in deep convolutional neural networks coupled with the availability of large annotated datasets [20] - [24] . In the following we present the relevant literature in the domains of FER and few-shot learning.
A. Facial expression recognition
The main focus of FER is to classify facial expressions into discrete emotions. Architectures such as AlexNet [25] , VGGNet [26] , GoogleNet [27] , ResNet [28] [30] to build a FER system. By dynamically modulating the verification signal over the identification one, they were able to reduce the intra-class variations by minimising the distance between features for the same class and to maximise the distance between the features for different classes.
B. Few-shot learning
One of the main disadvantage of using the models mentioned previously is that they require large amounts of annotated data that sometimes might be expensive to obtain for FER. In real life scenario where data are scarce, overparameterised networks are not able to learn from a few samples and they tend to over-fit. Few-shot learning techniques were introduced to reduce the number of data used for training. Ranadive et al. used k-shot learning techniques for face identification [31] . Siamese networks with triplet loss were used by Schroff et al. to perform face recognition and clustering [23] . Lu et al. [32] also aim to reduce the number of labeled samples required for training a model by introducing a zero-shot learning technique to recognise facial expressions. Although we have similar intentions, our analysis is different than theirs because we use a few samples for building the models.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Problem formulation
In the classic machine learning setting, given a training set D train = (x t , y t ) T t=1 , we train a learner M to estimate the parameters θ of a predictor y = f (x, θ) and we evaluate its generalisation ability on the unseen test set D test = (x t , y t ) Q t=1 . The training and the testing set are typically mapped into a feature space f φ parameterised by φ. The parameters θ are computed by minimizing the empirical loss over training data along to which a regularisation term is added to avoid over-fitting as illustrated in Equation 1.
(1) However, in the meta-learning setting, the aim is to minimise the generalisation error across a distribution of tasks sampled from a task distribution. Given a collection of training and
, often referred as metatraining set, the objective is to learn an embedding model φ that minimises the generalisation error across tasks given a learner M, as it is presented in Equation 2.
(2) This stage is often called in the literature meta-training. After the embedding model f θ is learned, its generalisation is estimated on a set of never seen tasks S = {(D train j , D test j )} J j=1 , often referred to as meta-test. This stage is described in Equation 3 and it is often called meta-testing.
B. Episodic training
Few-shot learning is cast as a meta-learning problem and it evaluates models in N-way, K-shot classification tasks. During the meta-training phase, a meta-learner aims to learn from several tasks called episodes that are created to solve N-class problems using only K samples for each class. Each episode consists of a training phase during which a baselearner is optimised using an episodic train set also known as support set S b and a testing phase during which the metalearner is updated with the loss given by the base-learner on the episodic test set, also known as query set Q b . During the meta-testing phase, the meta-learner is adapted to classify into held-out classes during the training phase, using a few samples for each class.
C. Overview of few-shot learning algorithms
In this section we first present two baselines and the metalearning algorithms used in our experiments. The baselines analysed in our experiments use transfer learning principles such as pre-training and fine-tuning with the mention that the fine-tuning employs a few examples for each class. The Baseline and Baseline++ introduced by [33] are composed of a feature extractor f θ and a classifier C(.|W b ), parameterised by the the weight matrix W b . Both Baseline and Baseline++ are trained on base class data in the training stage. In the fine-tuning stage, the network parameters θ are frozen and a new classifier C(.|W n ) is trained on the novel class data. The difference between the two baselines lies in the construction of the classifier. The classifier of the Baseline model is composed of a linear layer W b f θ (x i ) followed by a softmax function σ, whereas the one of Baseline++ replaces the linear layer with a list of weight vectors for each class. During training they compute cosine distances between the input feature and the weight vectors to obtain similarity scores. After normalisation the similarity scores translate to per class probabilities. Baseline++ focuses on reducing the intra-class variation.
Several few-learning algorithms have been recently proposed. For our experiment we selected four distance metric learning-based algorithms that use different strategies to analyse the similarity between the class representation and a given sample: MatchingNet [8] , ProtoNet [9] , RelationNet [14] and SubspaceNet [13] . MatchingNet computes the cosine distance between the representation of the query and the representation of each sample in the support set. Then for each class it computes the average cosine distance. The query will have the same label as the class with the smallest cosine distance. ProtoNet computes the Euclidean distance between the embedding of the query and the class mean of the support features. RelationNet replaces the Euclidean distance used in ProtoNet with a learnable relation module. SubspaceNet assumes that the embeddings of the samples that belong to the same class span the class subspace. The classification of a query is performed by computing the distance between its embedding to the class subspace.
IV. EVALUATION
A. Evaluation setup
Datasets. We conducted experiments on three datasets: (i) miniImageNet, a subset of ImageNet [34] with 100 classes and 600 images per class. It was originally proposed by Vinyals et al. [8] and later refined by Ravi and Larochelle [11] . (ii) CK+ [35] , which contains 7 classes representing basic emotions of 123 participants taken in a controlled setting. (iii) RAF-DB [5] with two different subsets: 7 classes of basic emotions and 12 classes of compound emotions; RAF-DB contains crowdsourced images with a large variability in terms of illumination, occlusion and subject's age, ethnicity and pose. For this experiment we selected only the basic emotions from RAF-DB. Further on, we will refer to that subset as RAF basic.
Metrics. We use the precision and the confusion matrix to validate the quality of the few-shot learning algorithms.
Scenarios. We wanted to evaluate whether and in what conditions the few-shot learning algorithms are able to generalise, therefore we focused our analysis on two crossdomain scenarios. We used miniImageNet as our base class and CK+/RAF basic as our novel class: miniImageNet → CK+ and miniImageNet → RAF basic. Out of the 100 classes of miniImageNet only 4 classes illustrate people performing different activities. Consequently, there is significant domain shift between miniImageNet and CK+/RAF basic. We selected several feature embedding architectures with different depth levels to reduce intra-class variation for all methods: Conv-6, ResNet10, ResNet18, ResNet34 and ResNet50 [28] . We trained Baseline and Baseline++ for 100 epochs using a batch size of 8 on the entire miniImageNet. In the metatraining phase for the few-shot learning methods we trained 100,000 episodes for both 1-shot and 5-shot tasks. Each episode represents an N-way classification task, where the support set has K samples for each class and the query set has 8 samples for each class. In our setting N is 5 and K is 1 or 5. In the fine-tuning and the meta-testing phase we selected randomly N classes with K samples each from CK+ or RAF basic datasets for the two cross-domain experiments. The results were averaged over 600 experiments.
B. Implementation details
We used the implementation of Baseline, Baseline++, MatchingNet, ProtoNet and RelationNet provided by Chen et al. [33] and the one of SubspaceNet provided by Devos et al. [13] . In the training and meta-training stages we applied color jitter and horizontal flip to augment the datasets containing facial expressions, whereas for miniImageNet we used random crop besides the techniques previously mentioned. For RAF basic dataset we used the aligned images with a dimension of 100 x 100. For CK+ dataset we detected the face with Dual Shot Face Detector by Li et al. [36] . The few-shot learning methods were trained using Adam optimizer [37] with an initial learning rate of 10 −3 , whereas in the pre-training of the backbones RAdam optimizer [38] with an initial learning rate of 10 −3 was used.
C. Discussions
We performed three types of experiments for cross-domain few-shot classification: two experiments with large domainshift: miniImageNet → RAF basic and miniImageNet → CK+ and one experiment with shallow domain-shift. For all the settings 1-shot and 5-shot classification was performed.
Large domain-shift. As observed in Figures 1 and 2 , the Baseline surpasses all the few-shot learning algorithms for almost all the ResNet backbones. The reason is that the Baseline is first trained on the support set selected from miniImageNet and then is fine-tuned only with the novel class selected from the CK+/RAF basic dataset. This procedure increases the robustness to domain shift because the feature extractor contains well defined features. Compared to the Baseline, few shot learning algorithms are not able to adapt the meta-learner with a few samples from a different distribution. In practice they learn to learn from a support set within the same dataset and usually the support set does not have a large domain shift. SubspaceNet outperforms all other few-shot learning algorithms in the majority of experiments because it naturally embeds more information about a class by creating a subspace spanned by its examples in a representation space [13] . ProtoNet shows better performance than SubspaceNet in the 5-way 1-shot when shallow ResNet architectures are used, but as the backbone gets deeper Sub-spaceNet reaches better accuracy. The good performance of ProtoNet in the 5-way 1-shot scenario can also be due to the sample averaging performed before training, which helps in reducing the intra-class variation. MatchingNet usually gives the lowest accuracy for both 1-shot and 5-shot experiments because the average cosine distance for each class does not take into account the relation between different samples in a class.
The performance of few-shot learning algorithms for cross-domain adaptation is highly influenced by the intraclass variation present in the datasets used for novel classes.
In Table I we saw that few-shot learning algorithms are able to generalise better when the novel classes are extracted from a dataset created in a controlled environment, thus with less intra-class variation. Nevertheless, in Table II we observed that the few-shot learning algorithms performed poorly when the novel classes are extracted from a dataset with substantial diversity in terms of facial expressions, illumination, occlusion.
Shallow domain-shift. We observed that a large domainshift has a negative impact on the performance of fewshot learning algorithms, therefore in this subsection we present a scenario that has RAF basic as a source of base classes and CK+ as a source of novel classes. We are aware that this setting is closer to domain adaptation than to few-shot learning, because the datasets have almost the same classes: disgust, happy, surprise, fear, angry, contempt, neutral for CK+ and disgust, happy, surprise, fear, angry, sad, neutral. We present the results for this experiment in Table III . Baseline++ outperforms all the meta-learning methods for both the 5-way 1-shot and 5-way 5-shot settings. This might be explained by the ability to reduce intra-class variation among features during training. We present the best performing setting in Figure 3 using SubspaceNet with a ResNet18 backbone.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored the generalisation ability of fewshot classification algorithms on recognizing novel classes with limited training samples. As compared to related work which samples the novel classes from the same dataset that was used during training, we provide a more realistic evaluation scenario. We consider cross-domain adaptation in the presence of large domain-shift between the base and novel classes. More in detail, we selected base classes from miniImageNet and novel classes from two facial expression datasets: RAF basic and CK+. We addressed the questions of how and what to transfer in a cross-domain low-shot learning. We observed that current few-shot learning algorithms are fragile to address a large domain-shift. We emphasised on the performance gain with increased low-shot model capacity and in the presence of limited domain gap between datasets.
We also analysed the scenario with a narrow domain shift: RAF basic → CK+ and the best preforming algorithm reached 84.90% ± 0.53% accuracy, when only learning from five samples.
